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Abstract

Next-generation smart cities and Internet of Things (IoT) are getting more mature in terms of services and infrastructure requirements. Multiple smart vehicle applications are being conceived these days, including road traffic, road safety and infotainment, all of which are suffering from the WAN-latency problem. In this paper, we propose a Vehicular Adhoc Network (VANET)-based Software-Defined Edge Computing infrastructure supporting content delivery services among connected vehicles. The proposed approach leverages network base stations to embed mobile edge computing (MEC) services closer to the vehicles. Our approach can enable the delivery of more competitive services with reduced-latency by utilizing cooperative MEC search strategy for vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) communications as well as utilizing vehicle-level caching for vehicle to vehicle (V2V) communications between peers. The framework prototype has been implemented as a clean extension of the Mininet-WiFi emulator. Preliminary results serve as validation of the proposed framework and point out the potential benefits of the approach in mitigating WAN-latency in VANET.
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1. Introduction

Over the last decade, an emergent need for satisfying today’s interactive, real-time and context-aware applications has raised. Today’s applications tend to provide a wide range of services for users/subscribers through their handsets with just a few clicks and few pennies (e.g., social network services, banking services, and others). On the other hand, smart phones are being built with constrained resources in terms of battery capacity, storage capacity, and processing power; hence, those services should be delivered in a way that satisfies these constraints. Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) has emerged to meet the imposed constraints by preserving the quality of service (QoS) being provided while preserving the consumption rates for such devices [1]. The adaptation of MCC makes applications accessible for broader segments of users, as well as serving computation/analysis intense requests without exploiting smart phones’ computational power. Thus, such resources can be utilized for other localized tasks.

The MCC paradigm effectively addresses the obstacles imposed by the resource scarcity of mobile devices [1, 2], but, it still faces a number of issues that can be summarized as follows [3]: Low Bandwidth, where resources available in wireless interfaces are much lower than in wired interfaces. Heterogeneity, where the MCC’s job of maintaining an always-on connectivity, energy efficiency, and on-demand scalability, gets much harder when it comes to handling request from heterogeneous devices and access technologies. Availability: the always-connected property of MCC can contradict with the availability goals under congestion events.

Recently, many applications have gained the industry’s attention as part of the realization of Internet of Things (IoT) and smart cities [4], where more things are going to be connected to the Internet and contribute to the massive amounts of data generated. Things can range from a simple still-sensors to moving vehicles. Connected vehicles are considered as an integral part of the Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) [5]. For many IoT applications (especially the ones related to ITS), having a low latency is crucial to their success. Resolving latency issues with such applications requires innovative methods to deliver such services in the context of service locality, where users are served by nearby base stations.

One of the earliest attempts to address such needs was the notion of Cloudlets [6], which brought cloud services closer to the user mitigating the latency as well as improving the availability. Cloudlets deliver cloud services to mobile users within limited ranges and constrained mobility spaces bounded by the WiFi coverage. However, it is incapable of adapting to the current demand.
for high computing applications. Consequently, an emergent need for another scalable solution gave rise to Mobile Edge Computing (MEC). The basic idea of MEC is to offload the traffic from Cloud servers to a set of edge servers, whose responsibility is to deliver the service at the edge of the network [7, 8].

MEC needs to introduce the concept of MEC-enabled base stations, where base stations with different types (e.g., eNodeB for LTE) will be capable of delivering services other than telecommunications services such as storage, computing, content retrieval and caching at the edge of the networks. Such incorporation will satisfy the requirements of the context-aware real-time applications, hence, enhancing the quality of the user experience as well as stacking up a new revenue stream for mobile operators.

Such deliverables can pave the way towards MEC oriented service enhancements. One example is Content Delivery Networks (CDN), which are intended to facilitate content sharing such as videos - which is the most viral content type nowadays - over the Internet to end users in a way that mitigates traffic congestion and delivers a better QoS. Such outcomes are satisfied by implementing a set of techniques (e.g., content caching and replication) in order to attain content localization closer to users’ locations [9].

Aside from the previously mentioned aspects, managing and provisioning the network resources require more flexible and reliable paradigms. The authors of [10, 8] proposed to use the Software-Defined System paradigm to manage MEC in an efficient way compared to the traditional platforms. Software-defined systems paradigm tends to mitigate the management overhead by isolating the data plane from the control plane, as well as providing programmability of control.

This paper aims to provide a Software-Defined Content Delivery support for MEC systems in environments where mobility is considered very important. The proposed framework has been built as an extension to Mininet-WiFi [11], a well-known emulator for software-defined wireless networking. The framework relies on mobility and Vehicular Ad-hoc Network (VANET) supported by Mininet-WiFi with the extension to operate software-defined systems features along-side with the already supported SDN functions. The framework implements a Software-Defined Content Delivery for VANET over MEC (VSDCD-MEC).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives more details about VANET and the use of MEC and software-defined control with them. The proposed framework is articulated in Section 3 whereas the experiments and results are discussed in Section 4. In Section 5, we conclude
this work and present our future plans.

2. Related Work

Smart phones and wireless devices have been widely adopted over the past decade [12]. Users are relying more on them to do almost everything from simple and mundane tasks (that can be performed on the smart phone itself) to complex tasks related to their careers (which might require high bandwidth connectivity to cloud services) [13]. These devices are large in numbers and need to be always connected via high bandwidth connection using different technologies such as cellular networks, WiFi, WiMAX, etc. This makes it harder to guarantee reliable communication infrastructure among this huge number of devices (nodes) especially with the emergence of peer-to-peer (P2P) applications, where nodes are connected to each others in a reliable environment. Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANET) have been introduced to provide a reliable way to handle such overhead by simply providing the support for dynamic creation and configuration of networks, more of that is expressed in [14].

Lately, Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANET) have been getting more attention. VANETs are becoming more popular (and even more essential) to connect vehicles with each other and to the Internet. In fact, cars are getting “smarter”. Technologies like AI and Edge Computing have emerged with the evolution of networking infrastructures and high-speed processors, opening the gates for intelligent applications and services to be part of our vehicles, such as autonomous driving, infotainment, road safety and traffic management. Vehicles are being equipped with more sensors and compute capabilities as per to the demanded intelligence toward having smarter and healthier cities. Vehicles will all be connected in various ways; with each other Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V), or with the surrounding infrastructure Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) via nearby base-stations (e.g., eNodeBs, roadside units (RSU), access points (AP), etc.) [15].

There exist various research projects discussing current VANET applications as well as future expectations of how these applications can be facilitated to support road safety and effectively manage traffic flows [16] [17] [18]. Al Ridhawi et al. [19] discussed how to harness today’s technological advancements with the emergence of IoT on our cloud systems. They proposed a model for making the data as close as possible to the edge of the network with effective resource allocation and selection methods. The results of their simulation showed the potential of the approach for satisfying 5G service latency requirements.
With the emergence of 5G networks and smart cities, Edge Computing has become more of a need to satisfy the requirements as well as maintaining our economies. Aloqaily et al. [20] addressed the need for a compelling Smart Vehicle as a Service (SVaaS) model that makes use of the smart objects in our cities, such as vehicles, which nowadays have great computational capabilities (Data transfer, environment identification, etc.) [21]. The authors also considered really important service-related aspects, which are the service cost and the trade-off with the quality of experience (QoE) in terms of delay for vehicular cloud computing. They have proposed a QoE-based service provisioning scheme which fulfills the requirements needed for the service.

Due to the large number of applications, the continuously increasing demands, the imposed communication overheads, and the heterogeneity of wireless infrastructure, traditional networking solutions are unsuitable to meet these requirements. Therefore, Software-Defined Networking (SDN) emerged as an appealing solution to these concerns. SDN aims to mitigate the provisioning and management overhead of the network resources as well as boosting the performance of the inter/intra vehicle communications through its abstraction and network programmability properties.

Employing SDN in the context of VANET has also attracted researchers for proposing more reliable solutions for connecting vehicles. He et al. [22] proposed an SDN based architecture for managing VANET considering heterogeneous wireless devices and RSU. They validated the effectiveness of their proposed architecture via a traffic-trace-based simulator. Another sophisticated work was proposed by Salahuddin et al. [23]. The authors proposed a novel RSU equipped with SDN in order to dynamically mitigate, migrate, replicate the cloud services provided by the RSU.

As noted in [24], there is a lack of practical implementations for deploying SDN into challenging contexts like Edge Computing and VANET. The previous work lead by Fontes et al. [24] took a step toward deploying SDN in the VANET context by introducing a preliminary support for emulating SDN VANET topologies inside Mininet-WiFi [11]. Such support benefits from the extended OpenFlow wireless devices to bring support for the multi-interface boards hocked up with vehicles. The authors in [25] proposed the SD-CRN as a general framework for exploiting the software defined systems concepts for cognitive radio networks which might be useful for fulfilling the V2V communication requirements specifically in dense areas.

In this work, we exploit the VANET support delivered by Mininet-WiFi [11] to provide software-defined content delivery support for MEC. We introduce a new Mininet-WiFi extension that tends to benefit from the abstraction as well as the centralized control delivered by SDN to operate non-
networking functions. The extension implements the support for deploying MEC support inside base stations as well as delivering a proper control of the network resources at MEC level. The proposed MEC support allows base stations to deliver services to moving vehicles in range with low latency and high bandwidth since most of the requests will be delivered by vehicles’ local MEC nodes. There are many functions that can be offloaded from cloud to the edge of the network where the vehicles reside.

3. VANET-Based Software Defined Content Delivery Support for Mobile Edge Computing (VSDCD-MEC)

SDN aims to avoid bundling the data plane with the control plane inside network devices. Instead, it provides a more reliable form of centralized control by separating them in a way such that the control is provisioned by a centralized controller at the network level where network devices act as forwarding devices. When it comes to adding software-defined support to aspects other than networking, additional control overhead is incurred since controllers are needed to serve more functions. Figure 1 provides the architecture for the proposed framework, which is divided into three layers: (i) data plane, (ii) control plane and (iii) application layer.

The data plane consists of a set of moving vehicles that are connected to the network through (V2I) via wireless interfaces (WiFi, 3G, LTE, etc.), as well as forming ad-hoc networks with other vehicles in range through (V2V) communication. As mentioned before, delivering MEC support and localizing content inside MEC nodes for closely connected vehicles require additional control in order to deliver the service with the expected latencies and bandwidth as well as to avoid flooding the networking controller with other tasks, which will affect their performance and, hence, will affect the whole network.

The control plane consists of a set of extended controllers, each of which performs specific tasks as needed by the requesting node while still consulting other controllers for any additional data required via the so-called East/West APIs. As depicted in Figure 1, there exist three types of customized controllers that will be used to provide content delivery service for vehicles at the edge of the network.

1. **SDMEC controllers**: they are responsible for distributing contents over base stations with MEC support (e.g., determining which chunks of data should be located inside a set of MEC
nodes within a specified region in order to reduce the latency imposed by backhaul overhead -traveling with the request through the network to the cloud- and, of course, deliver services with high availability).

2. **SDVANET controllers**: they tend to deliver the proper networking control by managing data traffic injected into the vehicles as well as adjusting the forwarding tables inside the vehicles based on the dynamic changes in the topology of the VANET.

3. **SDCD Controllers**: their role is to serve vehicles requests for contents either locally at the local MEC level, or by cooperatively consulting neighboring MEC nodes for the requested
Finally, the application layer presents the subset of functions that are delivered along with communication, networking, and security-related functions.

Algorithm 1 explains the policy for providing content delivery service for vehicles at MEC level. It depicts the search strategy and the cooperation among MEC nodes to serve vehicles’ content requests.

Table 1: Algorithm Variable Set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L_{Mec}$</td>
<td>Vehicle’s local MEC node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ContentID$</td>
<td>Requested content identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>Content resulted from search operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{MECs}$</td>
<td>Set of neighboring MEC nodes sorted by distance in a descending order from vehicle’s local MEC node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>Threshold for number of MEC nodes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proposed method works as follows: as the network gets initialized, SDMEC controller distributes contents over available MEC nodes in a way that fits the context of the requests being served by each region. A vehicle (car) tends to request content as per to a cloud service it uses. SDVANET controller is consulted to identify the MEC node the car is connected to via the \textit{AssociatedMec()} method in line 1 of Algorithm 1. The SDCD controller searches the requested content inside the vehicle’s local MEC node via the \textit{Search()} method in line 3 of Algorithm 1. If found, the content will be delivered to the vehicle instantly. Otherwise, the MEC nodes need to cooperate with each other. Both SDCD and SDVANET controllers consult each other in order to search neighboring MEC nodes for the requested content before requesting the content from the cloud server all the way up through the network backhaul via the \textit{Search()} method in line 12 of Algorithm 1. As it is not feasible to search all neighboring MEC nodes, a threshold for the maximum number of MEC nodes that should be consulted before offloading the request to the cloud server has been specified. This threshold helps in delivering the service with the lowest latency available. If the content is not found in all of the neighboring MEC nodes, the cloud server will be consulted to serve the request via the \textit{SearchCloud()} method in line 20 of Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 VSDCD-MEC cooperative search

1: $LMec \leftarrow Vehicle.AssociatedMec()$
2: $Found \leftarrow $ false
3: $C \leftarrow LMec.Search(ContentID)$
4: if $C \neq null$ then
5: $Found \leftarrow$ true
6: return $C$
7: end if
8: while not $Found$ do
9: $Count \leftarrow 0$
10: for Each MEC $m$ in $N_Mecs[]$ do
11: if $Count \leq T$ then
12: if $m.Search(ContentID)$ then
13: $Found \leftarrow$ true
14: return $C$
15: else
16: $Count++$
17: continue
18: end if
19: else
20: $C \leftarrow SearchCloud(ContentID)$
21: end if
22: end for
23: if not $Found$ then
24: $C \leftarrow SearchCloud(ContentID)$
25: end if
26: return $C$
27: end while
The following equations formulate the thresholding role for mitigating service latency.

\[
\sum CRTT \geq \sum MRTT \tag{1}
\]

where \( CRTT \) represents request round trip time from the vehicle to the cloud servers and back.

\[
\sum CRTT = Req_{vc} + LT + Res_{cv} \tag{2}
\]

and \( MRTT \) represents the request round-trip time from a vehicle through MEC node(s) and back as depicted in Equation 1.

\[
\sum MRTT = \sum_{mec} Req_{vm} + LT + H + Res_{mv} \tag{3}
\]

In these equations, \( Req_{vc} \) represents the propagation time from vehicle to cloud, \( Req_{vm} \) represents the propagation time from vehicle to MEC node, \( LT \) represents the lookup time needed to find the requested content, \( H \) represents next hub delay within each neighboring MEC node, \( Res_{cv} \) represents the response time from cloud to vehicle, and \( Res_{mv} \) represents the response time from MEC to the vehicle.

4. Experiments and Results

In order to demonstrate our approach for Software-Defined Content Delivery (SDCD), we present two use cases that consider both Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) and Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) communications. Our SDCD approach is supported by Mininet-WiFi by means of a new extension and the vehicular network is supported by means of an existing integration between Mininet-WiFi and the Simulation of Urban MObility (SUMO) package [26].

The whole idea behind incorporating content delivery services with MEC is to reduce the service time by cutting off the time needed for the request to travel all the way up to fetch the requested content from its origin (cloud server). Therefore, we have designed some experiments to evaluate the latency among multiple MEC setups through V2I and V2V interfaces inside vehicles.

4.1. Node Car Architecture

Figure 2 illustrates the flow pipeline processing extended from the node car architecture previously presented in [24], which brings the programmability of the SDN paradigm to the multi-interface devices on board of vehicles. The advantage of the proposed architecture is to allow
researchers to define the vehicular data traffic behavior at the Root-Spine Switch and unlock any approach of OpenFlow control. From the user perspective, applications will be running inside vehicles (carX, carY). Vehicles will be able to communicate traffic between each other through the wireless V2V interface crossing the Root-Spine Switch allowing programmable flow management by an SDN controller. It is worth to mention that such flow management performed by SDN controller was already supported by Mininet-WiFi for V2I scenarios since this type of scenario requires a central device (e.g., eNodeB, RSU or AP) and the SDN controller can natively manage such type of devices.

Two sets of experiments commenced in this study presenting use cases for V2I and V2V communication among cars and how SDCD works along with VANET to deliver requested services at MEC level. The simulation environment for both sets of experiments is configured to work with
SUMO \cite{26}. OpenStreetMap is used to generate our simulation map. The map is chosen randomly covering a specific area around New York City, NY, USA. NetConvert is used to generate road network flow for the selected map in order to configure vehicles’ routes.

4.1.1. Vehicle to Infrastructure

The ‘I’ in the term V2I represents the infrastructure that is open for communication with vehicles. It represents the network edge (Access Points (AP), Road Side Units (RSU), or Base Stations (BS)) that are close to the vehicles. Our experiment stresses out embedding content delivery capabilities within the edge. The experiment discusses V2I and the role of SDCD in mitigating request serving latency. The proposed node car architecture for V2I communication is depicted on Figure 2(a).

The use case mainly showcases the ability of our proposed system to deliver content to a vehicle with the minimum latency possible, by offloading the vehicles’ requests from content sources (cloud) to the closer edge (base stations) that hosts the requested content. For the sake of delivering a proof of concept, the cloud server is populated with a set of ten contents that vary in size ($\text{Min}:850$, $\text{Max}:9000$, $\text{Mean}:4750$ storage units). The server is connected to a network of base stations with MEC capabilities via a switch. The base stations are distributed in the simulation environment. A set of ten moving vehicles are instantiated inside the environment and their connectivity provisioned through VANET. Contents are distributed evenly among MEC nodes where each MEC node is set to have a local copy of one content with an ID that matches MEC node ID in order to simplify the experiment. E.g., eNodeB1 has Content1, eNodeB2 has Content2, and so on. We have evaluated our proposed experiment for various numbers of MEC nodes in terms of service latency. CarX is set to be connected to MEC1. It issues ten separate requests for all contents. Each request is processed as follows: (i) the MEC node tries to search its local storage to see whether the requested content exists or not; (ii) If not, the controller perform cooperative search inside the neighboring MEC nodes. The idea of search thresholding is also applied here, where four MEC nodes are set to be searched at most for the requested contents; (iii) if not found, the request will be handed over to the cloud storage to be served.

\footnote{https://www.openstreetmap.org/}
\footnote{http://sumo.dlr.de/wiki/NETCONVERT}
4.1.2. Vehicle to Vehicle

The second set of experiments deliver a proof of concept for utilizing SDCD for V2V communications, presenting Mininet-WiFi capabilities for the node car architecture (Figure 2(b)). Leveraging SDCD for V2V communication serves the case where there exist vehicles with poor infrastructure connection which prohibits them from receiving/delivering services effectively. Vehicles in such cases can still get the intended services by leveraging the V2V communication scheme and connect to other vehicles in range which have a better connection to the base station. This would potentially enhance both QoS and QoE. In terms of the service cost, it would be cheaper for vehicles to be served right through their neighbors instead of consulting base stations or the cloud server for the service.

The proposed SDCD for V2V also delivers support for vehicle-level caching, where each vehicle tends to cache contents for serving near-future requests from neighboring vehicles. Vehicle-level caching can be leveraged by V2V communication among the vehicles to deliver better service time, cutting down the trip a request might go through to be served (Local MEC, Neighboring MECs, Cloud server) acting as the closer serving edge node.

Figure 3: V2V Experiment.
In this experiment, we shed light on the aforementioned case, where our simulation holds tens of running cars distributed over the map of New York City. For better understanding of the use cases presented in this section, we pause the simulation running in SUMO after 28 seconds of its start. At T=28, we chose Car2 and Car6 to show how V2V can be utilized to deliver the requested contents to Car6. The V2I and V2V communications are provisioned by the bgscan module. This module is responsible for issuing background scans using (wpa_supplicant) for the purpose of roaming within an ESS (i.e., within a single network block with all the AP using the same SSID). As shown in Figure 3, both cars (Car2 and Car6) are in range of eNodeB5. bgscan scans show that Car6 connection to eNodeB5 via Car6-wlan interface is very poor with signal strength -90.00 dBm, while it has a better connection to the neighboring Car2 via V2V interface Car6STA with signal strength -67.00 dBm. Car2 has a stronger connection to eNodeB5 in comparison with Car6 since Car2 is closer to the base station than Car6 with signal strength -77.00 dBm.

Car6 is intended to request the whole set of contents. Given the network stats resulting from bgscan, requests will be served through Car2. Since vehicles can leverage the ability to serve requests from their cache. In-vehicle cache will be consulted first for the inbound requests before escalating to the closer MEC node (eNodeB5), resulting in a better service time for Car6’s requests with cached responses.

4.2. Results

In this section, we evaluate service latency for both V2I and V2V showing the significant role of mobile edge computing in mitigating WAN-Latency for vehicle-centric applications.

For V2I, incorporating the proposed edge approach should facilitate faster content delivery for the requesting vehicle compared to delivering contents from the core of the cloud. Figure 4 compares the response time needed to deliver the requested contents when both the thresholding technique enabled and disabled with different threshold values. As shown in the subfigures of Figure 4, contents [1-4] are expected to be served through the neighboring MEC nodes regardless of the thresholding behavior due to the facts that (i) they are located closer to the requesting vehicle and (ii) the minimum threshold used is within the minimum threshold specified in the experiment. The effect of the thresholding technique starts to pay off after attempting to consult more neighboring.

https://w1.fi/wpa_supplicant/
MEC nodes exceeding the threshold for contents [5-10]. The main role of adapting such technique is to cap the service latency under the baseline of requesting contents from the core of the cloud. It becomes infeasible to consult all neighboring MEC nodes looking for a content that is not located in a nearby location.

With this scenario, referring to equation 1, giving up the lookup process among neighbors becomes more beneficial in terms of service latency and better QoS. With all MEC setups, using thresholding gives better results compared with not using thresholding in terms of delivering the requested content with the least latency possible.
Along with the proposed thresholded cooperative search method, an interesting aspect with regards to the threshold value leaves us with the question of what is the best threshold to be used for a given number of MEC nodes. This process actually involves many factors to be considered in order to decide what is best for a given topology. This can be thought of as an optimization problem: for a given topology setup having $X$ number of MEC-enabled base stations, what is the best threshold value for consulting neighboring MEC nodes, taking into consideration many factors, such as density of the environment, level of interference, bandwidth, etc.? We plan to cover more about such aspects in future work.

For V2V, we have measured the latencies for the same sorts of requests experimented in V2I, but, this time, comparing the effects of caching support inside vehicles. As shown in Figure 5, enabling vehicle-level caching have significantly resulted in a better service time. Contents [1-8] are served from Car2’s cache, whereas the remaining contents are served from their origin Cloud Server after several failed attempts to retrieve the content through neighboring MEC nodes.

With vehicle-level caching disabled, the same technique applied for V2I is performed. As observed in the figure, there is a dropoff in the latency for content [5]. The reason behind such low latency is related to the fact that the content is localized at the MEC node to which the vehicle is connected (Local MEC node). Since car2 is connected to eNodeB5, content located inside eNodeB5 will be retrieved quickly. We also notice that the first three requests are served via neighboring MEC nodes, which are within the search threshold specified of four MEC nodes. The remaining
requests are served by the source (cloud server), as they are not found inside the local MEC node nor within the neighboring ones with the specified threshold.

This work can be reproduced by using the code available at our public repository[^4] and the explanatory video[^5] showing how the experiments are conducted.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have discussed our efforts to introduce Software-Defined Edge Computing approach for delivering content requested by vehicles at the edge of the network. The proposed framework introduces the ability for incorporating mobile edge computing capabilities inside network base stations allowing vehicles to communicate various services via their V2I interfaces more instantly and with better qualities and minimal WAN-Latency. We also proposed a vehicle-level caching technique to enable vehicles to communicate with neighboring ones on the roads seeking even more instantaneous services through V2V interfaces. This technique enables high service availability as well as better QoS. The proposed framework is built as an extension of Mininet-WiFi and evaluated using a set of illustrative experiments. The experiments compare content delivery service latency at both the core cloud and the edge of the network. The results of the experiments show the potential benefits of our proposed approach in building applications for next-generation vehicles, which are considered an integral part of the realization of smarter cities. These applications include road safety and quality-focused transportation applications. The proposed capabilities can be extended to include more reliable edge systems for vehicle in the field, such as security and storage. We will cover more of that in our future work in addition to broader open research questions around network slicing for the V2X ecosystem[^27].
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